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Lastmod by
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Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0)

Description
Just downloaded 12.o.beta from SourceForge following Jonny's Tiki-devel email of Fri. 22 Nov 2013. Unpacked fine (using zip file). ran "sh setup.sh" going through three standard steps, (c) composer, (f) fix and (x) exit, smoothly. Started up, automatically switched to install. Went through all steps smoothly. Entered tiki. Went through Wizzard. Getting better and smoother all the time; congrats all who are working to make this better.

Before logging off as admin from every new Tiki I create, I always create myself a new user. Did so again this time, and get an annoying (and confusing) error message:

Error(s): No index available.

directly above the information:
"Notice: Account validated successfully."
Information
Account validated successfully.

The only option provided is in the upper right, to "clear errors".

For the record, during the Admin Wizard, I did NOT chose the "Basic Search" but the "Advanced Search" with "MySQL Full-Text Search as my "Unified Search Engine" and "Incremental Index Update".

I think this is just a small annoyance, but can see how this confuses and worries a new user/admin.

Importance
9

Easy to solve?
9

Priority
81

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
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Comments

Pascal St-Jean 23 Nov 13 20:55 GMT-0000
Olaf, you found a great one here. Actually its not just with adding new users but actually when you activate Unified Search, from what I can tell you need to rebuild the index at least once to get things kick started.

This is a usability issue that we need to figure out. I'll take this to the DEV List

Louis-Philippe Huberdeau 27 Nov 13 15:23 GMT-0000
I modified the installer and command line installer to initialize the index post clean-install. I have not seen the message since.
Marc Laporte 30 Nov 13 03:16 GMT-0000

We had a problem on fresh installs:
http://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/48846
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